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Net grower income is the difference between crop price and farming costs. From year to year,
growers who sell to a wholesale market generally have more control over production costs than
crop price. This is especially true in perennial crops, where the variety, planting density, and other
yield determining factors are established with the orchard or vineyard. Cost saving technologies
and practices that maintain or improve crop quality may offer growers the best chance to improve
their bottom line in the short term. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to determine which
technology or practices offer the best return on investment.
Grape growers are in luck. A recent study from Ryan Billing and Ken Giles at UC Davis Ag and
Biological Engineering Department provides information that allows the ranking of cost saving
practices in spray applications in vineyards by the amount of projected savings. This may help
growers decide where the best return on investment can be found.
As a graduate student in Dr. Giles’ lab, Billing designed and built a 2-row sprayer that delivered
spray through nozzles placed on remote fans operating from around the sides and top of adjacent
vine rows (see photos below). The sprayer was built with three poly tanks arranged in parallel
and controlled from the tractor seat, allowing the operator to select and apply different spray
mixtures across the vineyard, based on monitoring information obtained before spraying. For
example, spot sprays for a particular insect and/or disease pest could be applied at the same time
a cover spray for powdery mildew control goes out over the whole block. The tractor PTO powers
a hydraulic pump used to run the system (six fans, spray pump, etc.).
Billing field tested his sprayer against a conventional (axial fan) airblast sprayer (Model TR1500,
OMA, Bologna, Italy) in a 10’ row, VSP trellised vineyard. He documented slightly improved
coverage – no statistical difference – using a dye tracer (not pesticide residues or pest control) on
the exterior and interior of the canopy between his sprayer at 50 gallons per acre (gpa) and the
conventional at 100 gpa. Both sprayers were operated at 2 MPH ground speed, however, the
design and configuration of the Billing sprayer allowed for equal coverage at lower volumes.
Billing also compared spray coverage at two ground speeds (2.0 vs. 3.8 MPH) using his sprayer at
50 gpa spray volume. Interior canopy spray deposition was significantly less at the faster ground
speed.

Having established that his sprayer worked as well or better than a conventional sprayer at half
the spray volume at 2 MPH under the sprayer settings and field conditions of this study, Billing
parked the sprayer and ran a cost analysis for different hypothetical configurations of his sprayer
to see what changes in sprayer setup and/or design might mean to spray application costs. The
assumptions used in the analysis appear below in Table 1. While not all of the comparisons
presented below were tested in the field, this work shows where potential savings could be
achieved by changes in sprayer setup and/or design.
The single largest cost reduction practice was changing rows sprayed per tractor pass. Moving
from 1 to 2 rows sprayed per tractor pass produced the largest savings per acre, followed by going
from 2 to 3 rows sprayed per pass. Additional savings were found with increasing number of
rows sprayed per sprayer pass beyond 3, but the gains were much less relative to those found for
moving up to 3 rows per pass. Spraying two rows per pass compared with spraying down every
row reduced time to spray a 40 acre vineyard by more than half (11.7 hours vs. 23.4 hours).
Adding rows sprayed per pass doesn’t necessarily mean the ground speed or spray volume (gpa)
changes, but the sprayer spends less time in the vineyard compared to a sprayer working a fewer
number of rows/pass with the same settings and equipment.
Increasing tractor speed – on a spreadsheet, not tested in the field -- from 1 to 6 MPH decreased
costs, but most of the savings was obtained in moving from low to medium speeds. Increasing
tractor speeds from 2 to 3 MPH (50% change) reduced application costs per acre by 24%, while
increasing tractor speeds from 3 to 4 MPH only further reduced costs 7% from the 2 MPH
application. Increasing tractor speeds down 10’ rows requires increased operator attention to
avoid damage to vines and equipment and a smooth vineyard floor to reduce bouncing and
swaying of fans. The potential increase in cost savings of high sprayer speeds needs to also
consider the reduction in coverage to the interior parts of the canopy at high speed.
Billing determined that reducing spray volume per acre (gpa) and increasing sprayer tank size are
separate practices that stretch the time between tank fills and thus reduce costs. However, these
changes resulted in smaller cost savings than did passes per row or tractor speed practices that
decrease sprayer time in the vineyard.
Examples of the relative cost savings from each practice or technology compared -- passes per row
traveled, sprayer ground speed, spray volume per acre, and tank size -- are shown in Table 2.
Based on the assumptions in Table 1, Billing estimated that a grower with a 26 acre vineyard
could save $10,000 over two years spraying with a two-row sprayer using 50 gpa spray volume
and traveling at 2 MPH compared to a standard airblast sprayer traveling down every row at the
same speed and spraying 100 gpa, ignoring interest and service life. Considering interest and
assuming the same net cost to operate each machine, the annual savings (per year) over a ten year
period amounts to $6580.
What is the take home message from this work? There is potential for significant cost savings
using multi-row sprayers in vineyards – even relatively small vineyards – without reducing spray
coverage. The ground speeds and spray volumes tested were not intended as implied
recommendations. This project was conducted to compare different sprayers and sprayer setups
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in a single vineyard under a certain set of conditions. The authors recognize that spray volume
needed for efficient and effective pest control in a particular planting change through the season.
For example, research by Dr. Andrew Landers at Cornell University, has determined that the spray
volume retained by a grape vines can double or triple from early to mid-season as the canopy
grows. That is, 25 gpa might be all that is needed to achieve excellent foliar coverage early in the
season, depending on the vineyard age, planting density and training system, but the same
vineyard might require 50-75 gpa in mid-season to achieve the same coverage. Using one spray
volume for all foliar sprays through the entire season could result in wasteful spray runoff early in
the season and risky, insufficient coverage at full canopy. Spray volumes needed to control insects
hidden deep in rough bark or grape clusters may be significantly more than that required for
adequate leaf coverage.
In conclusion, significant cost savings are possible with new spray application technologies and
practices. A number of sprayer manufacturers offer units that are marketed as multi-row
sprayers. Not all use the Australian-made SARDI fans that Billing built into his sprayer. Any new
practice or technology should be carefully evaluated under the conditions and location(s) where it
will be used.
Note: Every other row spraying with a conventional airblast sprayer is a bad idea -- bad for spray
coverage, bad for pest management and bad for resistance management. It may work early in the
season when there is little to no shoot growth and canopy to slow the movement of sprayer air
and the pesticide it carries to the far side of the vine, but certainly not once leaf expansion has
occurred.
Multi-row sprayer in 10’ grape row. Photo credit: Ryan Billing
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Multi-row sprayer showing spray tanks and trailer details. Photo credit: R. Billing

Table 1. Assumptions and vineyard configurations used in sprayer cost analysis
Vineyard size
40 acres
Row width
10’
Row length
1000’
Number of rows
175
Distance to refill station
1550’
Tractor max ground speed to refill station 10 MPH
Fill pump flow rate
80 gallons per minute
Mixing time per tank
10 minutes
Sprayer tank capacity
200 gallons
Average end-of-row turning time per row 30 seconds
Number of applications/year
15
Equipment cost
$22.46 per engine-hour
Labor cost
$20.30 per engine-hour
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Table 2. Comparison of cost savings per acre per spray application for a range of spray
practices or equipment changes with all other variables held constant.
Change in spray practice or equipment

Savings/acre/spray

1 Æ 2 rows sprayed/pass

$9.60

Increase tractor speed
(2 Æ 4 mph)

$4.50

Tank size 200 gal Æ 500 gal

$1.40

Decrease spray volume (80 Æ 40 gpa)

$0.60

Upcoming Meetings/Classes:
CURRENT ISSUES IN VINEYARD HEALTH
DAVINCI BUILDING, UC Davis
November 28, 2012

9:00 INTRODUCTIONS
9:15 “NEW GRAPE VARIEITIES WITH PIERCE’S DISEASE RESISTANCE"
Dr. Andy Walker, Professor, Department of Viticulture and Enology,
UC Davis.
10:15 “NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE TRANSMISSION OF GRAPEVINE LEAFROLL AND ITS
MANAGEMENT BY CONTROL OF THE MEALYBUG VECTOR"
Dr. Kai Blaisdell, Post-doctoral scholar, University of California Berkeley
11:00 “VITICULTURE AND THE NATIONAL PLANT DIAGNOSTIC NETWORK”
Richard Hoenisch, Analyst, National Plant Diagnostic Network,
Department of Plant Pathology, UC Davis
1:00 “WHAT NEXT GENERATION SEQUENCING WILL MEAN TO GRAPE GROWERS”
Dr. Maher Al Rwahnih, Project Scientist, Department of Plant Pathology, UC Davis.
1:50 “RED BLOTCH DISEASE IN NAPA – THE RESEARCH PROGRESSES”
Dr. M.R. ‘Sudi’ Sudarshana, Research Biologist, USDA- ARS, Department of Plant Pathology,
UC Davis
3:00 “THE NATIONAL CLEAN PLANT NETWORK – HEALTHY GRAPE PLANT MATERIAL FOR
OUR FUTURE”
Dr. Deborah Golino, Cooperative Extension Specialist, Department of Plant Pathology, UC
Davis.
 November 28: Wednesday, 8:30 am – 4:30 pm
 UC Davis: DAVINCI BUILDING
 PCA units applied for
 $190 includes lunch and course materials
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Other Viticulture and Enology classes offered by UC Davis Extension
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introduction to Wine and Winemaking, Online class, register before January 3
Current Wine And Grape Research, February 21 at UC Davis
Health and Safety for Winery Operations: An Overview, February 21 at Sacramento
Introduction to Wine Chemistry, February 23-24 at UC Davis

For more information or to register for the above classes click on the following link:
http://extension.ucdavis.edu/unit/winemaking/course/listing/?unit=WINE&prgList=VIT&
coursearea=Viticulture+and+Enology

Upcoming events offered by the Viticulture and Enology Department, UC Davis
1. WineFlavor 101A: The Role of Closures in Wine Flavor Management, December 6 at
UC Davis
2. WineFlavor 101B: The Impact of Brettanomyces on Wine Flavor Profile, January 11 at
UC Davis
3. Wine Executive Program, March 24-28 at UC Davis
For more information or to register for the above classes click on the following link:
http://wineserver.ucdavis.edu/event_calendar/events.php?year=1352921926

About the UC Cooperative Extension
The University of California Cooperative
Extension offices are local problem-solving
centers. Campus-based specialists and countybased farm, home and youth advisors work as
teams to bring the University’s researchbased information to Californians. UCCE is a
full partnership of federal, state, county, and
private resources linked in applied research
and educational outreach. UCCE develops and
extends timely and pertinent information in a
manner, which is independent, unbiased,
noncommercial, and research based. These
fundamental criteria set it apart from all other
information resources.

Larry Bettiga
Viticulture Farm Advisor for Monterey, San
Benito and Santa Cruz Counties.
lbettiga@ucanr.edu
1432 Abbott Street
Salinas, CA 93901
831-759-7361 phone
831-758-3018 fax
Central Coast Vineyard News is produced by
Larry Bettiga. Contact me for further article
Information.
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